
              
B I N G O
Black eyes are 
revealed

Crowley spouts 
off his usual 
wisecracks 
and/or insults

Flashbacks of 
Sam are seen
 
 

Dean’s new 
weapon is seen 
and/or used

Impala makes 
an appearance

Kevin’s mother 
gets hurt

Dean has 
flashbacks of 
purgatory
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance

Castiel doesn’t 
get a mortal 
reference

Castiel has no 
or limited Angel 
powers

Crowley takes 
possession of 
one of Gods 
Tablets

Ruby’s knife is 
seen or used

Benny contacts 
Dean

Dean sets off 
alarms

Dean 
interrogates a 
monster in 
purgatory

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so 
dead’ look

Benny and 
Castiel do not 
see eye to eye
 

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Brothers go 
undercover

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour

Kevin’s mother 
confronts 
Crowley in a 
physical 
manner

Sigils are seen 
or used

Kevin and his 
mother are 
reunited
 



           
B I N G O
Kevin’s mother 
confronts 
Crowley in a 
physical 
manner

Dean’s new 
weapon is seen 
and/or used

Kevin and his 
mother are 
reunited

Castiel doesn’t 
get a mortal 
reference

Dean sets off 
alarms

Crowley spouts 
off his usual 
wisecracks 
and/or insults

Sigils are seen 
or used
 
 

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour

Kevin’s mother 
gets hurt

Black eyes are 
revealed

Flashbacks of 
Sam are seen

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Crowley takes 
possession of 
one of Gods 
Tablets

Dean has 
flashbacks of 
purgatory

Ruby’s knife is 
seen or used

Benny and 
Castiel do not 
see eye to eye

Brothers go 
undercover

Castiel has no 
or limited Angel 
powers
 

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes

Impala makes 
an appearance

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance

Dean 
interrogates a 
monster in 
purgatory

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so 
dead’ look

Benny contacts 
Dean
 
 

 



            
B I N G O
Dean 
interrogates a 
monster in 
purgatory

Castiel doesn’t 
get a mortal 
reference

Benny contacts 
Dean

Black eyes are 
revealed

Ruby’s knife is 
seen or used

Dean’s new 
weapon is seen 
and/or used

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so 
dead’ look

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance

Crowley spouts 
off his usual 
wisecracks 
and/or insults

Kevin’s mother 
confronts 
Crowley in a 
physical 
manner

Kevin and his 
mother are 
reunited

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Sigils are seen 
or used

Crowley takes 
possession of 
one of Gods 
Tablets

Castiel has no 
or limited Angel 
powers

Impala makes 
an appearance

Flashbacks of 
Sam are seen
 
 

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour

Dean sets off 
alarms

Kevin’s mother 
gets hurt

Benny and 
Castiel do not 
see eye to eye

Brothers go 
undercover

Dean has 
flashbacks of 
purgatory
 



           
B I N G O
Benny and 
Castiel do not 
see eye to eye
 

Black eyes are 
revealed

Dean has 
flashbacks of 
purgatory

Kevin’s mother 
confronts 
Crowley in a 
physical 
manner

Crowley takes 
possession of 
one of Gods 
Tablets

Castiel doesn’t 
get a mortal 
reference

Brothers go 
undercover

Kevin’s mother 
gets hurt

Dean’s new 
weapon is seen 
and/or used

Dean 
interrogates a 
monster in 
purgatory

Benny contacts 
Dean

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so 
dead’ look

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Flashbacks of 
Sam are seen

Dean sets off 
alarms

Kevin and his 
mother are 
reunited
 

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance

Ruby’s knife is 
seen or used

Crowley spouts 
off his usual 
wisecracks 
and/or insults

Castiel has no 
or limited Angel 
powers

Impala makes 
an appearance

Sigils are seen 
or used
 
 



 

           
B I N G O
Castiel has no 
or limited Angel 
powers
 

Kevin’s mother 
confronts 
Crowley in a 
physical 
manner

Sigils are seen 
or used

Dean 
interrogates a 
monster in 
purgatory

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Black eyes are 
revealed

Impala makes 
an appearance
 
 

Crowley spouts 
off his usual 
wisecracks and/
or insults

Castiel doesn’t 
get a mortal 
reference

Benny and 
Castiel do not 
see eye to eye

Dean has 
flashbacks of 
purgatory

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance

Castiel displays 
odd behaviour

Brothers go 
undercover

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes

Kevin and his 
mother are 
reunited

Ruby’s knife is 
seen or used

Benny contacts 
Dean
 
 

Kevin’s mother 
gets hurt

Crowley takes 
possession of 
one of Gods 
Tablets

Dean’s new 
weapon is seen 
and/or used

Flashbacks of 
Sam are seen

Dean sets off 
alarms

Dean gives 
someone the 
‘You’re so 
dead’ look
  




